
Name: Christine Michael

Height: 5-1

Weight: 220

School Texas A&M

Year: Junior

Date: 11/5/2011

Opponent: Oklahoma

Score: 25-41

Location: Oklahoma

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temp.: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 89

Power Score 16Balance Score 6

BHandling Scor 10

Speed Score 13

Vision Score 17

Elusiveness Scor 13

Blocking Scor 6

Receiving and Routes Scor 6

Durability Score 2

Attempts: 17

Rush Yd 99

1st Downs 3

Rush Td 0

Target: 0

Rec: 1

Rec Yds -6

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 4

BLKs Assigne 5

BLKs Made 5

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: No

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: No

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: Yes

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: Yes

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: No

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability
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I heard a TV commentator compared Michael to Ahman Green an attribute that comparison to former A&M coach Mike Sherman, but Ialso heard the same comparison from a 
second commentator to Michael. I believe Sherman was talking about Michael and not Gray when it came to the Ahman Green comparison. Michael has a strong burst, good 
finishing strength, nice pad level, and quick feet to make sharp cuts. I think he flashes some skill at the cutback while taking what his blockers give him even when the creases 
are minimal. He has the physical skills to be a lead back in an pro offense. What stands out with his game more than most players is his skill as a blocker. He keeps his head up 
and uses his hands well to punch defenders. He gets good position before delivering blocks and he flashed good skill both in stand up and cut blocking in this game. He's a 
realiable receiver on short routes, catching the ball with his hands and his back to the QB.
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Michael only carries the ball under his right arm. He sometimes tries too hard in the open field to make that extra cut or move to avoid down field defenders rather than maintain 
a straight path and finish strong.He loses more yards with some of these decisions than he would if he forced the defender to bring him down while he was at full speed. He has 
broken a leg and torn an ACL in consecutive years.  But I've seen games against Arkansas, Mississippi and Auburn where he looks great in the open field.
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Michael's first attempt was a three-yard gain on 1st and 10 from the TAMU 27 with 11:31 in the first quarter from a 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver set versus a 4-3 with eight in the 
box. Michael took the ball with his line slanting right and the C and RG double-teaming the DT to the right. Michael took the ball inside that double-team and lowered his 
shoulders into the DT coming off it to collide with the RB a yard past the line of scrimmage. Michael ran through the contac another two yards, falling forward for a gain of three. 
On the next play, Michael gained seven from a 2nd and 7 21 personnel, I formation set with receivers 1x1 versus a 4-3 with five players on the line and a safety in the box at 
linebacker depth in the flat outside left tackle. The play was a delay outside the C-LG double-team of the LDT. Michael spotted the crease outside this double team and bounced 
it to the flat. He crossied the line of scrimmage a few yards outside the left hash, dipping his inside shoulder away from the wrap of the WLB. He wa wrapped from behind by the 
WLB and ran through the attempt when the safety came over top and delivered a head-on collision that shook the WLB free. Michael was able to get his pads low into the head-
on collision and use his free arm to plant into the ground after the contact to maintain his balance and dig forward another four yards for the first down before the WLB got a 
second chance to wrap him at the legs to bring Michael to the ground. Excellent balance and second effort.  Michael gained four yards on 1st and 10 with 3:32 in the first quarter 
from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver, set versusa a 4-3. The blocking scheme was power behind the LG pulling to RG, but Michael felt the soft spot opening to the back side of this 
pulling action and cut back at the line of scrimmage after pressing the lane behind the pulling guard. He ran through the hit and wrap of the DT and the safety to gain three of 
his four yards on this play, falling forward after the contact for the gain. He gained another two on the following play, a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel FB dive off RG that Michael 
took outside his C slanting right, and spun off the hit and wrap of the DT to cross the line of scrimmage and maket he yardage. Good balance, second effort, and power to collide, 
spin, and work free for positive yardage.  Michael gained two yards on a 1st and 10 run from a 22 personnel I formation set from the TAMU 1 on 1st and 10 with 0:53 in the first 
quarter. He did a good job finding the softspot at LG and lowering his shoulders to drive into the line for the positive yardage. He gained two on the next play, this time the same 
formation but he read his FB's block and bounced it off RG with good burst and pad level. The burst on this run was notable despite it being a short yardage run.  Michael tried to 
run a stretch play to left tacklle on 1nst and 10 with 10:09 in the half, but the OU DT pushed the LG five yards into the back field and forced Michael to make a lateral cut to the 
LG's inside shoulder where he faced down two unblocked defenders at the line of scrimmage. Michael made a cut to the left and then spun back to the inside to cross the line of 
scrimmage for positive yardage. He did a good job keeping his legs moving when wrapped to get additional yaradage.  Michael's next carry was a two-yard gain on 1st and 10 
with 4:38 in the third quarter from a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver I formation set versus a 4-3 with the backside safety sneaking into the box. The play was a delay with the C-RG 
doubling the RDT to the LB and Michael tried to follow his FB to the LOS outside the RG but inside the FB through a narrow crease. However the crease was too narrow to avoid 
the DT and he was wrapped at the line before falling forward a couple of yards. I really didn't see a viable alternative for him that would have guaranteed him at least the same 
gain. He took what he could get. Godo pad level and ball protection to finish the run.
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On the next play, Michael gained seven from a 2nd and 7 21 personnel, I formation set with receivers 1x1 versus a 4-3 with five players on the line and a safety in the box at 
linebacker depth in the flat outside left tackle. The play was a delay outside the C-LG double-team of the LDT. Michael spotted the crease outside this double team and bounced 
it to the flat. He crossied the line of scrimmage a few yards outside the left hash, dipping his inside shoulder away from the wrap of the WLB. He wa wrapped from behind by the 
WLB and ran through the attempt when the safety came over top and delivered a head-on collision that shook the WLB free. Michael was able to get his pads low into the head-
on collision and use his free arm to plant into the ground after the contact to maintain his balance and dig forward another four yards for the first down before the WLB got a 
second chance to wrap him at the legs to bring Michael to the ground. Excellent balance and second effort. He carried this attempt under his inside arm on this play. Michael lost 
two yards and lost a fumble on 1st and 10 with 14:47 in the half from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver pistol set versus a five-man front playing 4-3. Michael followed his blockers 
collapsing the interior line to the left and looked for a cut back to the right, but the back side DE comng down the line prevented that move so Michael tried to bounce the run to 
left end. He was met two yards behind the line by the CB coming from the play side and the CB was able to rip the ball loose from Michael's grasp as he tried to power through 
the wrap. This was one of those plays where Michael had good protection of the ball with both arms, but his second effort did him in. Michael gained 31 yards on 2nd and 10 with 
10:27 in the half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box and two safeties deep. Michael did a good job pressing and cutting back as he took the 
ball towards his RG 's outside shoulder and then cut against the grain of his line slanting right to find a back side lane outside LT and inside his WR's block in the flat. He then 
bounced the run outside the receiver to the flat and burst past the safety nine yards down field to the sideline. As he crossed the first down marker at the sideline, he did a good 
job keeping his feet inbounds and turning up the boundary another 14 yards before dipping to the inside to elude the CB in pursuit and then lower his pads and get another four. 
Good cut back and nice speed and agility. He carried the ball under his right arm up the left sideline the entire time.  Michael took a 1st and 2nd and 6 stretch play off LT for five 
yards with 8:51 in the third quarter. He got a nice push from the left side of the line and crossed the line of scrimmage in the flat with only a CB to cut him off at the sideline five 
yards later. Michael carried the ball under his right arm rather than his sideline arm and could be seen trying to hold I high and tight in preparation for the CB he approached. I 
have yet to see Michael carry the ball under his left arm in this game.  Michael's next carry was a two-yard gain on 1st and 10 with 4:38 in the third quarter from a 20 personnel 
1x2 receiver I formation set versus a 4-3 with the backside safety sneaking into the box. The play was a delay with the C-RG doubling the RDT to the LB and Michael tried to 
follow his FB to the LOS outside the RG but inside the FB through a narrow crease. However the crease was too narrow to avoid the DT and he was wrapped at the line before 
falling forward a couple of yards. I really didn't see a viable alternative for him that would have guaranteed him at least the same gain. He took what he could get. Godo pad 
level and ball protection to finish the run.
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Michael's only reception of the day was a six-yard loss on 2nd and 10 from the OU 48 from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel pistol set. The play was a screen pass to the right flat 
that OU sniffed out immediately. Michael caught the ball over his back shoulder with his arms extended from the ball, but he initially juggled the ball because the DE was two 
yards from him in the back field as he made the catch and he looked at the DE before completely securing the ball. Michael tried to spin inside the DE after the catch, but was 
wrapped for the loss of six where he stood. He gained another two on the following play, a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel FB dive off RG that Michael took outside his C slanting 
right, and spun off the hit and wrap of the DT to cross the line of scrimmage and maket he yardage. Good balance, second effort, and power to collide, spin, and work free for 
positive yardage.Michael lost two yards and lost a fumble on 1st and 10 with 14:47 in the half from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver pistol set versus a five-man front playing 4-3. 
Michael followed his blockers collapsing the interior line to the left and looked for a cut back to the right, but the back side DE comng down the line prevented that move so 
Michael tried to bounce the run to left end. He was met two yards behind the line by the CB coming from the play side and the CB was able to rip the ball loose from Michael's 
grasp as he tried to power through the wrap. Nice initial cut to change direction and bounce outside while avoiding trash. Michael gained 31 yards on 2nd and 10 with 10:27 in 
the half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box and two safeties deep. Michael did a good job pressing and cutting back as he took the ball 
towards his RG 's outside shoulder and then cut against the grain of his line slanting right to find a back side lane outside LT and inside his WR's block in the flat. He then 
bounced the run outside the receiver to the flat and burst past the safety nine yards down field to the sideline. As he crossed the first down marker at the sideline, he did a good 
job keeping his feet inbounds and turning up the boundary another 14 yards before dipping to the inside to elude the CB in pursuit and then lower his pads and get another four. 
Good cut back and nice speed and agility. He carried the ball under his right arm up the left sideline the entire time.  Michael tried to run a stretch play to left tacklle on 1nst and 
10 with 10:09 in the half, but the OU DT pushed the LG five yards into the back field and forced Michael to make a lateral cut to the LG's inside shoulder where he faced down 
two unblocked defenders at the line of scrimmage. Michael made a cut to the left and then spun back to the inside to cross the line of scrimmage for positive yardage. He did a 
good job keeping his legs moving when wrapped to get additional yaradage. Michael's final gain was a 15-yard run from a 1st and 10 run with 3:11 in the third quarter from a 12 
personnel, 1x1 receiver set. Michael took the stretch play towards LT, but saw the cutback opportunity to the back side and he stopped and changed direction about three yards 
from the line of scrimmage to hit the lane opened by the RG and RT collapsing the backside of the defense to the inside of the formation. His stop-start change of direction was 
good enough in combination with his acceleration to beat the backside DE to the line of scrimmage and through the lane for five yards  upt he right flat before he cut the play 
back to the inside to cross the first down marker and avoid the DB in the flat. He then tried to stop and cut inside the safety at the left hash, but was hit at the knees and 
wrapped while also hit in the back. He was grabbing at the back of his knee after the atckle and he was helped off the field and missed the remainder of the game.
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Michael's first attempt was a three-yard gain on 1st and 10 from the TAMU 27 with 11:31 in the first quarter from a 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver set versus a 4-3 with eight in the 
box. Michael took the ball with his line slanting right and the C and RG double-teaming the DT to the right. Michael took the ball inside that double-team and lowered his 
shoulders into the DT coming off it to collide with the RB a yard past the line of scrimmage. Michael ran through the contac another two yards, falling forward for a gain of three. 
On the next play, Michael gained seven from a 2nd and 7 21 personnel, I formation set with receivers 1x1 versus a 4-3 with five players on the line and a safety in the box at 
linebacker depth in the flat outside left tackle. The play was a delay outside the C-LG double-team of the LDT. Michael spotted the crease outside this double team and bounced 
it to the flat. He crossied the line of scrimmage a few yards outside the left hash, dipping his inside shoulder away from the wrap of the WLB. He wa wrapped from behind by the 
WLB and ran through the attempt when the safety came over top and delivered a head-on collision that shook the WLB free. Michael was able to get his pads low into the head-
on collision and use his free arm to plant into the ground after the contact to maintain his balance and dig forward another four yards for the first down before the WLB got a 
second chance to wrap him at the legs to bring Michael to the ground. Excellent balance and second effort.  Michael gained four yards on 1st and 10 with 3:32 in the first quarter 
from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver, set versusa a 4-3. The blocking scheme was power behind the LG pulling to RG, but Michael felt the soft spot opening to the back side of this 
pulling action and cut back at the line of scrimmage after pressing the lane behind the pulling guard. He ran through the hit and wrap of the DT and the safety to gain three of 
his four yards on this play, falling forward after the contact for the gain. He gained another two on the following play, a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel FB dive off RG that Michael 
took outside his C slanting right, and spun off the hit and wrap of the DT to cross the line of scrimmage and maket he yardage. Good balance, second effort, and power to collide, 
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spin, and work free for positive yardage.
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 Michael gained two yards on a 1st and 10 run from a 22 personnel I formation set from the TAMU 1 on 1st and 10 with 0:53 in the first quarter. He did a good job finding the 
softspot at LG and lowering his shoulders to drive into the line for the positive yardage. He gained two on the next play, this time the same formation but he read his FB's block 
and bounced it off RG with good burst and pad level. The burst on this run was notable despite it being a short yardage run. Michael gained 31 yards on 2nd and 10 with 10:27 in 
the half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box and two safeties deep. Michael did a good job pressing and cutting back as he took the ball 
towards his RG 's outside shoulder and then cut against the grain of his line slanting right to find a back side lane outside LT and inside his WR's block in the flat. He then 
bounced the run outside the receiver to the flat and burst past the safety nine yards down field to the sideline. As he crossed the first down marker at the sideline, he did a good 
job keeping his feet inbounds and turning up the boundary another 14 yards before dipping to the inside to elude the CB in pursuit and then lower his pads and get another four. 
Good cut back and nice speed and agility. He carried the ball under his right arm up the left sideline the entire time.  Michael tried to run a stretch play to left tacklle on 1nst and 
10 with 10:09 in the half, but the OU DT pushed the LG five yards into the back field and forced Michael to make a lateral cut to the LG's inside shoulder where he faced down 
two unblocked defenders at the line of scrimmage. Michael made a cut to the left and then spun back to the inside to cross the line of scrimmage for positive yardage. He did a 
good job keeping his legs moving when wrapped to get additional yaradage.  Michael took a 1st and 2nd and 6 stretch play off LT for five yards with 8:51 in the third quarter. He 
got a nice push from the left side of the line and crossed the line of scrimmage in the flat with only a CB to cut him off at the sideline five yards later. Michael carried the ball 
under his right arm rather than his sideline arm and could be seen trying to hold I high and tight in preparation for the CB he approached. I have yet to see Michael carry the ball 
under his left arm in this game.  Michael's final gain was a 15-yard run from a 1st and 10 run with 3:11 in the third quarter from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver set. Michael took 
the stretch play towards LT, but saw the cutback opportunity to the back side and he stopped and changed direction about three yards from the line of scrimmage to hit the lane 
opened by the RG and RT collapsing the backside of the defense to the inside of the formation. His stop-start change of direction was good enough in combination with his 
acceleration to beat the backside DE to the line of scrimmage and through the lane for five yards  upt he right flat before he cut the play back to the inside to cross the first down 
marker and avoid the DB in the flat. He then tried to stop and cut inside the safety at the left hash, but was hit at the knees and wrapped while also hit in the back. He was 
grabbing at the back of his knee after the atckle and he was helped off the field and missed the remainder of the game.
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His first assignment was a 3rd and 4 pass froma  2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set with 2:37 in the first quarter. Michael delivered a punch to the stunting DT off right end. 
The DT stopped moving his legs when he delivered the hit on the RB when he should have been able to run through the RB. Michael delivered a punch, but this shouldn't have 
been enough. Michael's next assignment came from the I formation in a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver set on 1st and 10 at the top of the third quarter. Michael took on the SLB 
coming off the right edge. He got good position, squared the target, and delivered a solid punch that stood up the defender and then followed up with a second punch that 
pushed the defender inside the pocket into other linemen as the QB delivered his attempt down field. He flashed decent movement and another good punch on a 3rd and 6 pass 
play with 14:23 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel 1x2 receiver, pistol set. He did a good job working to the edge getting position to take on the DB with a good punch to 
the chest and feet square to the defender. He followed up with another good punch and completely took the DB out of the play. He has a good punch and although I think he's a 
little stiff and methodical with his approach, he managed to do a good job without issue. Good job coming with punch and hand placment into the pads of the DB coming off the 
left edge on a 2nd and 12 pass play from an 11 personnel 1x2 receiver set with 12:17 in the third quarter. He was able to punch, turn, and drive the defender outside the pocket. 
Excellent job setting up the cut block on a 2nd and 10 QB draw for 11 yards with 3:34 in the third quarter. Michael flanked the QB's left side in a 10 personnel 1x3 receiver 
shotgun set. He did a great job running to the backside LB and keeping his head up until the very last second before he shot for the defender's thigs to cut and roll through the 
contact, which cleared the lane for his QB to gain the yardage. This was a strong cut block with good technique and he didn’t' telegraph it at all.
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Michael's first attempt was a three-yard gain on 1st and 10 from the TAMU 27 with 11:31 in the first quarter from a 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver set versus a 4-3 with eight in the 
box. Michael took the ball with his line slanting right and the C and RG double-teaming the DT to the right. Michael took the ball inside that double-team and lowered his 
shoulders into the DT coming off it to collide with the RB a yard past the line of scrimmage. Michael ran through the contac another two yards, falling forward for a gain of three. 
On the next play, Michael gained seven from a 2nd and 7 21 personnel, I formation set with receivers 1x1 versus a 4-3 with five players on the line and a safety in the box at 
linebacker depth in the flat outside left tackle. The play was a delay outside the C-LG double-team of the LDT. Michael spotted the crease outside this double team and bounced 
it to the flat. He crossied the line of scrimmage a few yards outside the left hash, dipping his inside shoulder away from the wrap of the WLB. He wa wrapped from behind by the 
WLB and ran through the attempt when the safety came over top and delivered a head-on collision that shook the WLB free. Michael was able to get his pads low into the head-
on collision and use his free arm to plant into the ground after the contact to maintain his balance and dig forward another four yards for the first down before the WLB got a 
second chance to wrap him at the legs to bring Michael to the ground. Excellent balance and second effort. Michael's third carry was a 2nd and 10 run from a 1x3 receiver, 10 
personnel pistol versusa a 4-3with 8:04 in the first quarter for a loss of a yard. The RG was supposed to slant to the WLB and push the defender outside to clear a hole behind 
him to the inside, but he could not handle the LB and that defender met Michael in the backfield, wrapping the RB's legs before he could change direction. Michael was also hit 
and dropped from behind by the DE coming down the line in back side pursuit. This was poor blocking and not an error with Michael's decision-making. Michael gained a yard on 
a 1st and 10 run with 7:06 in the first quarter on a 21 personnel I formation delay. The RG missed his block on the DT and needed help from the FB to recover and then set the 
double-team. However this came too late for Michael to read it and he took the ball towards the LG-C double-team of the other DT. He lowered his pads into the back of his C to 
try to split both double-teams, but was stopped by the LB at the line after progress earned him a yard. Michael gained four yards on 1st and 10 with 3:32 in the first quarter from 
an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver, set versusa a 4-3. The blocking scheme was power behind the LG pulling to RG, but Michael felt the soft spot opening to the back side of this 
pulling action and cut back at the line of scrimmage after pressing the lane behind the pulling guard. He ran through the hit and wrap of the DT and the safety to gain three of 
his four yards on this play, falling forward after the contact for the gain. He gained another two on the following play, a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel FB dive off RG that Michael 
took outside his C slanting right, and spun off the hit and wrap of the DT to cross the line of scrimmage and maket he yardage. Good balance, second effort, and power to collide, 
spin, and work free for positive yardage. Michael gained two yards on a 1st and 10 run from a 22 personnel I formation set from the TAMU 1 on 1st and 10 with 0:53 in the first 
quarter. He did a good job finding the softspot at LG and lowering his shoulders to drive into the line for the positive yardage. He gained two on the next play, this time the same 
formation but he read his FB's block and bounced it off RG with good burst and pad level. The burst on this run was notable despite it being a short yardage run. Michael lost two 
yards and lost a fumble on 1st and 10 with 14:47 in the half from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver pistol set versus a five-man front playing 4-3. Michael followed his blockers 
collapsing the interior line to the left and looked for a cut back to the right, but the back side DE comng down the line prevented that move so Michael tried to bounce the run to 
left end. He was met two yards behind the line by the CB coming from the play side and the CB was able to rip the ball loose from Michael's grasp as he tried to power through 
the wrap. Michael gained 31 yards on 2nd and 10 with 10:27 in the half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box and two safeties deep. Michael 
did a good job pressing and cutting back as he took the ball towards his RG 's outside shoulder and then cut against the grain of his line slanting right to find a back side lane 
outside LT and inside his WR's block in the flat. He then bounced the run outside the receiver to the flat and burst past the safety nine yards down field to the sideline. As he 
crossed the first down marker at the sideline, he did a good job keeping his feet inbounds and turning up the boundary another 14 yards before dipping to the inside to elude the 
CB in pursuit and then lower his pads and get another four. Good cut back and nice speed and agility. He carried the ball under his right arm up the left sideline the entire time. 
Michael tried to run a stretch play to left tacklle on 1nst and 10 with 10:09 in the half, but the OU DT pushed the LG five yards into the back field and forced Michael to make a 
lateral cut to the LG's inside shoulder where he faced down two unblocked defenders at the line of scrimmage. Michael made a cut to the left and then spun back to the inside to 
cross the line of scrimmage for positive yardage. He did a good job keeping his legs moving when wrapped to get additional yaradage. Michael's next attempt was a 15-yard gain 
on 2nd and 10 at the top of the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel set veruss a 4-3 with two safeties high. The C and RG double-teamed the RDT and worked up to 
the MLB as the TE crossed the formation from the wing and took on the back side DE. Michael pressed a lane inside the center by approaching the gap outside the RG before he 
cut back with a  good sidestep move to find the crease up the middle. His acceleration was noticeable when he made the cutback and he gained 10 yards untouched before 
veering to the left hash behind his backside WR's block on the safety. He tried to stop and spin inside that pursuing safety and the CB coming from the outside, but slipped while 
doing so. This is the second play where Michael tried to make an unrealistic move to elude defenders in the open field and he completely lost his momentum and allowed 
defenders into the play rather than avoiding them. He might gain as much or more if he finished the play with a decision to stay down hill with his running. Michael lost two 
yards on 1st and 10 with 13:00 in the third quarter from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver set. He tried to take a run behind the C-RG double-team towards the C side, but the 
backside LG could not block the run blitzing LB and Michael had to stop and cut to the right of the LB in the backfield. He was wrapped by the DE and DT coming off the double-
team to clean it up for the loss. Not much room to maneuver here. Michael gained two yards from an 11 personnel 1x2 receiver, zone play off a double-team by the C and RG 
with 11:10 in the third quarter. He initially approached the line inside C, but the DT coming off LG had position to hit Michael at the intended crease and Michael stuttered and 
treid to hit the hole further inside. He only managed two yards as he was wrapped by the backside LB coming down the line. Michael took a 1st and 2nd and 6 stretch play off LT 
for five yards with 8:51 in the third quarter. He got a nice push from the left side of the line and crossed the line of scrimmage in the flat with only a CB to cut him off at the 
sideline five yards later. Michael carried the ball under his right arm rather than his sideline arm and could be seen trying to hold I high and tight in preparation for the CB he 
approached. I have yet to see Michael carry the ball under his left arm in this game. Michael's next carry was a two-yard gain on 1st and 10 with 4:38 in the third quarter from a 
20 personnel 1x2 receiver I formation set versus a 4-3 with the backside safety sneaking into the box. The play was a delay with the C-RG doubling the RDT to the LB and 
Michael tried to follow his FB to the LOS outside the RG but inside the FB through a narrow crease. However the crease was too narrow to avoid the DT and he was wrapped at 
the line before falling forward a couple of yards. I really didn't see a viable alternative for him that would have guaranteed him at least the same gain. He took what he could 
get. Godo pad level and ball protection to finish the run. Michael's final gain was a 15-yard run from a 1st and 10 run with 3:11 in the third quarter from a 12 personnel, 1x1 
receiver set. Michael took the stretch play towards LT, but saw the cutback opportunity to the back side and he stopped and changed direction about three yards from the line of 
scrimmage to hit the lane opened by the RG and RT collapsing the backside of the defense to the inside of the formation. His stop-start change of direction was good enough in 
combination with his acceleration to beat the backside DE to the line of scrimmage and through the lane for five yards  upt he right flat before he cut the play back to the inside 
to cross the first down marker and avoid the DB in the flat. He then tried to stop and cut inside the safety at the left hash, but was hit at the knees and wrapped while also hit in 
the back. He was grabbing at the back of his knee after the atckle and he was helped off the field and missed the remainder of the game.
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Michael's only reception of the day was a six-yard loss on 2nd and 10 from the OU 48 from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel pistol set. The play was a screen pass to the right flat 
that OU sniffed out immediately. Michael caught the ball over his back shoulder with his arms extended from the ball, but he initially juggled the ball because the DE was two 
yards from him in the back field as he made the catch and he looked at the DE before completely securing the ball. Michael tried to spin inside the DE after the catch, but was 
wrapped for the loss of six where he stood.
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 Michael's final gain was a 15-yard run from a 1st and 10 run with 3:11 in the third quarter from a 12 personnel, 1x1 receiver set. Michael took the stretch play towards LT, but 
saw the cutback opportunity to the back side and he stopped and changed direction about three yards from the line of scrimmage to hit the lane opened by the RG and RT 
collapsing the backside of the defense to the inside of the formation. His stop-start change of direction was good enough in combination with his acceleration to beat the backside 
DE to the line of scrimmage and through the lane for five yards  upt he right flat before he cut the play back to the inside to cross the first down marker and avoid the DB in the 
flat. He then tried to stop and cut inside the safety at the left hash, but was hit at the knees and wrapped while also hit in the back. He was grabbing at the back of his knee after 
the atckle and he was helped off the field and missed the remainder of the game. He was putting pretty good pressure on the leg as he was helped off- but he tore his ACL and 
missed the rest of the season.  He broke a leg in 2010.



Name: Christine Michael

Height: 5-1

Weight: 220

School Texas A&M

Year: Senior

Date: 9/4/2011

Opponent: SMU

Score: 46-14

Location: Texas A&M

Surface Grass

Climate: Evening

Temp.: Hot

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 75

Power Score 16Balance Score 8

BHandling Scor 7

Speed Score 13

Vision Score 8

Elusiveness Scor 13

Blocking Scor 2

Receiving and Routes Scor 6

Durability Score 2

Attempts: 14

Rush Yd 85

1st Downs 4

Rush Td 2

Target: 1

Rec: 0

Rec Yds 0

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 6

BLKs Assigne 1

BLKs Made 0

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: Yes

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: No

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: No

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: No

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: No

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: Yes

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: No

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability
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Michael has the physical skills to be a Pro Bowl back. He has the feel for the game to do it as well. He hits the holes very hard, has excellent agility and burst and he can punish 
defenders. He can bounce plays outside or drage defenders for extra yardage.
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He also doesn’t run with his eyes as much as he should. He’s a one movment at  time kind of runner. He has to imprve his ball security. Injury has been a factor. Sometimes he 
isn’t as patient as he should be and tries for cut backs where the front side is a better use of his skills. Has to be more cognizant of looking the ball into his body. Character 
concerns are things discussed about him in terms of maturity and responsibility as a teammate and potentially professional. He also suffered an ACL tear as a junior.
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2nd and goal from the SMU 4 with 12:22 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel pistol with the backs split behind the QB and a WR on the left side at the numbers of the flat 
versus a four-man front and and six defenders along the 1 and goal line from tackle to tackle.  Michael worked inside the RG and got to the goal line untouched and then fell over 
top a defender in a collision with good pad level for the score, keeping his balance after the hit ot his legs. 1st and 10 at the A&M 48 with 3:20 in the half from a 21 pesonnel 1x1 
receiver I formation set veruss a 4-3 with two safeties deep and CBs 7-10 yards off the outside receivers. With only seven in the box, A&M ran the inside zone to the FB Michael 
and faked the pitch to the tailback outside. Michael found a nice gap off RG and hit it hard but with out the patience to maneuver through the hole. He ran into the back of his 
lineman two yards into the crease and then had to work outside that contact and then keep his feet moving to work through a wrap for another yard. 1st and 10 at the SMU 19 
with 2:00 in the half from a 1x1 receiver, 21 personnel I formation set at the 19 versus a 4-3 with safeties nine off the LOS and a CB eight off. Seven in the box. Off tackle to 
the right behind the FB he worked to the inside shoulder of the FB who blocked the LB at the LOS and tried to cut inside the FB where there was a LB coming into the lane he cut 
to. He still managed to cut and then bounced down hill af that LB’s angle into a lane that opened as he made the cut. He broke a tackle through that late for four yards, lowered 
his pads into a pile at the second level and kept his legs moving for another three – some of it from falling forward. Then he extended through the line for that extra yard. 
2nd and 3 from the SMU 12 he gained 11 for the first down with 1:45 in the half from a 21 personnel strong side I formation 1x1 receiver set versus and eight-man front. 
Worked behind his FB and pulling LG to the gap off RG, dipping inside the DE coming down the line form the right to reach the LOS with good burst and got the first down 
untouched. He lowered his pads into the safety two yards past the marker in the middle of the field running through that tackle and then getting hit at the four by the other 
safety. He was hit high and he backed his way to the one on the play. I think if he cut back behind the pulling guard to the outside shoulder he scores through a huge opening to 
the riht of the two blocks int the second level but he wasn’t running with his eyes at that point. Good second effort, strength, and burst. He scored on the next play, a 1st and 
goal from the SMU 1 with 1:00 left form a 21 personen I formation run behind his FB off RT with a great cut in the backfield to dive inside the RT for the score. Excellent 
athleticism to run through the hit to his legs and trough that wrap to dive forward just after changing direction – explosive. 2nd and 4 with 0:36 in the third quarter from the 
A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak side. And eight in the box. This was a zone play with 
a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right side through a nice hole off tackle inside his FB and RT 
but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past the edge defenders and to the right hash before 
cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and dragged him down six yards later. Good lateral 
agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set at the SMU 38 with 0:13 in the third quarter with the 
twin receivers tight to the weak side (left). Michael gained six yards veruss a five-man front wtn two backers in themiddle. Hit the lane hard on a zone play off RG where he bent 
it across RG to C in the hole and nearly hit the crease in the second level for a long run, but was wrapped from behind at the leg just enough to force him to the ground for only 
the six. Great looking burst. 14:50 left on 2nd and 4 from the SMU 36 for a first down. 21 personnel I formation run veruss a five man front with two backers in the middle. Zone 
to the wekside RG behind the FB he bent it oubside just as he reached the LOS to avoid penetration that actually wrapped him at the legs, but he broke through took two hard 
short steps and jump cut away form the oncoming linebacker to get down hill and lower his pads into the oncoming DT for a first down. Very agile run. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, 
an 11-yard gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive look as the past three runs. Outside zone to the weak 
side with nice blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked in that direction and began to accelerate when the 
receive missed his block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG and then from the left flat to inside the left hash 
wehre he burst up the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. Excellent open field running and display of his 
athleticism. He carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time.4th and 1 at the SMU 31 he gained three yards and the firs down from a 22 personnel I formation off 
RT, bouncing it outside the penetration pu the middle across the face of the backside garud into the intended lane. Michael cut inside the safety near te number and headed 
downfield across the LOS for the firs down before that safety he juked wrapped him at the elgs fro behind.On the next play he gained five yards on 1s tand 10 with 7:00 in the 
gam from a 21 personnel I formation FB dive where he dipped inside the C and then was hit in thehips and spun inside the hit for another two yards. Tough running in the 
middle.2nd and 5 at the SMU 23 he gained three yards fro a 22 pperosnle power play where he rammed into the hole with his pads low and knocked back the LB for two yards to 
get three.
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2nd and 4 with 0:36 in the third quarter from the A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak 
side. And eight in the box. This was a zone play with a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right side 
through a nice hole off tackle inside his FB and RT but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past 
the edge defenders and to the right hash before cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and 
dragged him down six yards later. Good lateral agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, an 11-yard 
gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive look as the past three runs. Outside zone to the weak side with nice 
blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked in that direction and began to accelerate when the receive missed his 
block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG and then from the left flat to inside the left hash wehre he burst up 
the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. Excellent open field running and display of his athleticism. He 
carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time.
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He scored on the next play, a 1st and goal from the SMU 1 with 1:00 left form a 21 personen I formation run behind his FB off RT with a great cut in the backfield to dive inside 
the RT for the score. Excellent athleticism to run through the hit to his legs and trough that wrap to dive forward just after changing direction – explosive. 2nd and 4 with 0:36 in 
the third quarter from the A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak side. And eight in the box. 
This was a zone play with a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right  side through a nice hole off 
tackle inside his FB and RT but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past the edge defenders and 
to the right hash before cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and dragged him down six 
yards later. Good lateral agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set at the SMU 38 with 0:13 in the 
third quarter with the twin receivers tight to the weak side (left). Michael gained six yards veruss a five-man front wtn two backers in themiddle. Hit the lane hard on a zone play 
off RG where he bent it across RG to C in the hole and nearly hit the crease in the second level for a long run, but was wrapped from behind at the leg just enough to force him 
to the ground for only the six. Great looking burst. 14:50 left on 2nd and 4 from the SMU 36 for a first down. 21 personnel I formation run veruss a five man front with two 
backers in the middle. Zone to the wekside RG behind the FB he bent it oubside just as he reached the LOS to avoid penetration that actually wrapped him at the legs, but he 
broke through took two hard short steps and jump cut away form the oncoming linebacker to get down hill and lower his pads into the oncoming DT for a first down. Very agile 
run. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, an 11-yard gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive look as the past three 
runs. Outside zone to the weak side with nice blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked in that direction and 
began to accelerate when the receive missed his block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG and then from the 
left flat to inside the left hash wehre he burst up the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. Excellent open 
field running and display of his athleticism. He carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time.4th and 1 at the SMU 31 he gained three yards and the firs down from 
a 22 personnel I formation off RT, bouncing it outside the penetration pu the middle across the face of the backside garud into the intended lane. Michael cut inside the safety 
near te number and headed downfield across the LOS for the firs down before that safety he juked wrapped him at the elgs fro behind.On the next play he gained five yards on 
1s tand 10 with 7:00 in the gam from a 21 personnel I formation FB dive where he dipped inside the C and then was hit in thehips and spun inside the hit for another two yards. 
Tough running in the middle.
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2nd and goal from the SMU 4 with 12:22 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel pistol with the backs split behind the QB and a WR on the left side at the numbers of the flat 
versus a four-man front and and six defenders along the 1 and goal line from tackle to tackle.  Michael worked inside the RG and got to the goal line untouched and then fell over 
top a defender in a collision with good pad level for the score, keeping his balance after the hit ot his legs. 1st and 10 at the A&M 48 with 3:20 in the half from a 21 pesonnel 1x1 
receiver I formation set veruss a 4-3 with two safeties deep and CBs 7-10 yards off the outside receivers. With only seven in the box, A&M ran the inside zone to the FB Michael 
and faked the pitch to the tailback outside. Michael found a nice gap off RG and hit it hard but with out the patience to maneuver through the hole. He ran into the back of his 
lineman two yards into the crease and then had to work outside that contact and then keep his feet moving to work through a wrap for another yard. 1st and 10 at the SMU 19 
with 2:00 in the half from a 1x1 receiver, 21 personnel I formation set at the 19 versus a 4-3 with safeties nine off the LOS and a CB eight off. Seven in the box. Off tackle to 
the right behind the FB he worked to the inside shoulder of the FB who blocked the LB at the LOS and tried to cut inside the FB where there was a LB coming into the lane he cut 
to. He still managed to cut and then bounced down hill af that LB’s angle into a lane that opened as he made the cut. He broke a tackle through that late for four yards, lowered 
his pads into a pile at the second level and kept his legs moving for another three – some of it from falling forward. Then he extended through the line for that extra yard. 
2nd and 3 from the SMU 12 he gained 11 for the first down with 1:45 in the half from a 21 personnel strong side I formation 1x1 receiver set versus and eight-man front. 
Worked behind his FB and pulling LG to the gap off RG, dipping inside the DE coming down the line form the right to reach the LOS with good burst and got the first down 
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untouched. He lowered his pads into the safety two yards past the marker in the middle of the field running through that tackle and then getting hit at the four by the other 
safety. He was hit high and he backed his way to the one on the play. I think if he cut back behind the pulling guard to the outside shoulder he scores through a huge opening to 
the riht of the two blocks int the second level but he wasn’t running with his eyes at that point. Good second effort, strength, and burst. He scored on the next play, a 1st and 
goal from the SMU 1 with 1:00 left form a 21 personen I formation run behind his FB off RT with a great cut in the backfield to dive inside the RT for the score. Excellent 
athleticism to run through the hit to his legs and trough that wrap to dive forward just after changing direction – explosive. 2nd and 4 with 0:36 in the third quarter from the 
A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak side. And eight in the box. This was a zone play with 
a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right side through a nice hole off tackle inside his FB and RT 
but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past the edge defenders and to the right hash before 
cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and dragged him down six yards later. Good lateral 
agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set at the SMU 38 with 0:13 in the third quarter with the 
twin receivers tight to the weak side (left). Michael gained six yards veruss a five-man front wtn two backers in themiddle. Hit the lane hard on a zone play off RG where he bent 
it across RG to C in the hole and nearly hit the crease in the second level for a long run, but was wrapped from behind at the leg just enough to force him to the ground for only 
the six. Great looking burst. 14:50 left on 2nd and 4 from the SMU 36 for a first down. 21 personnel I formation run veruss a five man front with two backers in the middle. Zone 
to the wekside RG behind the FB he bent it oubside just as he reached the LOS to avoid penetration that actually wrapped him at the legs, but he broke through took two hard 
short steps and jump cut away form the oncoming linebacker to get down hill and lower his pads into the oncoming DT for a first down. Very agile run. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, 
an 11-yard gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive look as the past three runs. Outside zone to the weak 
side with nice blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked in that direction and began to accelerate when the 
receive missed his block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG and then from the left flat to inside the left hash 
wehre he burst up the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. Excellent open field running and display of his 
athleticism. He carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time.4th and 1 at the SMU 31 he gained three yards and the firs down from a 22 personnel I formation off 
RT, bouncing it outside the penetration pu the middle across the face of the backside garud into the intended lane. Michael cut inside the safety near te number and headed 
downfield across the LOS for the firs down before that safety he juked wrapped him at the elgs fro behind. On the next play he gained five yards on 1s tand 10 with 7:00 in the 
gam from a 21 personnel I formation FB dive where he dipped inside the C and then was hit in thehips and spun inside the hit for another two yards. Tough running in the 
middle.2nd and 5 at the SMU 23 he gained three yards fro a 22 pperosnle power play where he rammed into the hole with his pads low and knocked back the LB for two yards to 
get three.
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1st and 10 at the SMU 19 with 2:00 in the half from a 1x1 receiver, 21 personnel I formation set at the 19 versus a 4-3  with safeties nine off the LOS and a CB eight off. Seven 
in the box. Off tackle to the right behind the FB he worked to the inside shoulder of the FB who blocked the LB at the LOS and tried to cut inside the FB where there was a LB 
coming into the lane he cut to. He still managed to cut and then bounced down hill af that LB’s angle into a lane that opened as he made the cut. He broke a tackle through that 
late for four yards, lowered his pads into a pile at the second level and kept his legs moving for another three – some of it from falling forward. Then he extended through the 
line for that extra yard. 
2nd and 3 from the SMU 12 he gained 11 for the first down with 1:45 in the half from a 21 personnel strong side I formation 1x1 receiver set versus and eight-man front. 
Worked behind his FB and pulling LG to the gap off RG, dipping inside the DE coming down the line form the right to reach the LOS with good burst and got the first down 
untouched. He lowered his pads into the safety two yards past the marker in the middle of the field running through that tackle and then getting hit at the four by the other 
safety. He was hit high and he backed his way to the one on the play. I think if he cut back behind the pulling guard to the outside shoulder he scores through a huge opening to 
the riht of the two blocks int the second level but he wasn’t running with his eyes at that point. Good second effort, strength, and burst. He scored on the next play, a 1st and 
goal from the SMU 1 with 1:00 left form a 21 personen I formation run behind his FB off RT with a great cut in the backfield to dive inside the RT for the score. Excellent 
athleticism to run through the hit to his legs and trough that wrap to dive forward just after changing direction – explosive. 2nd and 4 with 0:36 in the third quarter from the 
A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak side. And eight in the box. This was a zone play with 
a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right side through a nice hole off tackle inside his FB and RT 
but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past the edge defenders and to the right hash before 
cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and dragged him down six yards later. Good lateral 
agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set at the SMU 38 with 0:13 in the third quarter with the 
twin receivers tight to the weak side (left). Michael gained six yards veruss a five-man front wtn two backers in themiddle. Hit the lane hard on a zone play off RG where he bent 
it across RG to C in the hole and nearly hit the crease in the second level for a long run, but was wrapped from behind at the leg just enough to force him to the ground for only 
the six. Great looking burst. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, an 11-yard gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive 
look as the past three runs. Outside zone to the weak side with nice blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked 
in that direction and began to accelerate when the receive missed his block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG 
and then from the left flat to inside the left hash wehre he burst up the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. 
Excellent open field running and display of his athleticism. He carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time. 1s tand 10 at the SMU 40 for a gain of 7 with 8:57 let 
from a storng side I formation 1x1 receiver, set on a play with the line slanting left and the LG pulling to the right. He worked inside the RG and accelerated past a LB four yards 
down field for another three. Good burst and huge hole. 2nd and 3 at the SMu 33 he gained two yards from a 21 personnel 1x1 receive,r I formation run off RG but he opted to 
cut inside the RG whene he read the head position on the DT taking on the blocker. There was a wider hole outside the RG even with the DT’s head on that side, but Michael cut 
it inside and was stuffed a yard short fo the marker by the safety. His speed was good enough to get outside the DT into that outside hole for at least three and the firs down.
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He missed his cut block assignment off theright edge from a 2nd and7 I formation pass  with 2:45 in the half. He followed the FB to the right edge and the stayed close to the 
outside shoulder of his lead back who blocked he firs touside man and when the second outside rusher work round that block, Michael slide outside and tried a cut block, but 
dropped his head too soon. The outside defender sidestepped the block. The angle was good enough to force the rush wide of target and give time for the pass to be thrown but 
he needs to improve that aspect of cut blocking.
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2nd and goal from the SMU 4 with 12:22 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel pistol with the backs split behind the QB and a WR on the left side at the numbers of the flat 
versus a four-man front and and six defenders along the 1 and goal line from tackle to tackle.  Michael worked inside the RG and got to the goal line untouched and then fell over 
top a defender in a collision with good pad level for the score, keeping his balance after the hit ot his legs. 1st and 10 at the A&M 48 with 3:20 in the half from a 21 pesonnel 1x1 
receiver I formation set veruss a 4-3 with two safeties deep and CBs 7-10 yards off the outside receivers. With only seven in the box, A&M ran the inside zone to the FB Michael 
and faked the pitch to the tailback outside. Michael found a nice gap off RG and hit it hard but with out the patience to maneuver through the hole. He ran into the back of his 
lineman two yards into the crease and then had to work outside that contact and then keep his feet moving to work through a wrap for another yard. 1st and 10 at the SMU 19 
with 2:00 in the half from a 1x1 receiver, 21 personnel I formation set at the 19 versus a 4-3 with safeties nine off the LOS and a CB eight off. Seven in the box. Off tackle to 
the right behind the FB he worked to the inside shoulder of the FB who blocked the LB at the LOS and tried to cut inside the FB where there was a LB coming into the lane he cut 
to. He still managed to cut and then bounced down hill af that LB’s angle into a lane that opened as he made the cut. He broke a tackle through that late for four yards, lowered 
his pads into a pile at the second level and kept his legs moving for another three – some of it from falling forward. Then he extended through the line for that extra yard. 
2nd and 3 from the SMU 12 he gained 11 for the first down with 1:45 in the half from a 21 personnel strong side I formation 1x1 receiver set versus and eight-man front. 
Worked behind his FB and pulling LG to the gap off RG, dipping inside the DE coming down the line form the right to reach the LOS with good burst and got the first down 
untouched. He lowered his pads into the safety two yards past the marker in the middle of the field running through that tackle and then getting hit at the four by the other 
safety. He was hit high and he backed his way to the one on the play. I think if he cut back behind the pulling guard to the outside shoulder he scores through a huge opening to 
the riht of the two blocks int the second level but he wasn’t running with his eyes at that point. Good second effort, strength, and burst. He scored on the next play, a 1st and 
goal from the SMU 1 with 1:00 left form a 21 personen I formation run behind his FB off RT with a great cut in the backfield to dive inside the RT for the score. Excellent 
athleticism to run through the hit to his legs and trough that wrap to dive forward just after changing direction – explosive. 2nd and 4 with 0:36 in the third quarter from the 
A&M 40 1x2 receive,r 11 personnel set with the twins tight to the storng side verus aa 4-3 with one safety high off the weak side. And eight in the box. This was a zone play with 
a FB winding to the RG as Michael took the ball to the left during the exchange and made a strong cut back to the right side through a nice hole off tackle inside his FB and RT 
but then within a stpe of the LOS he saw the LB coming through and made a ridiculous cut outside the FB and RT, burst past the edge defenders and to the right hash before 
cornering is WR’s block at the right flat at the forst down marker, gaining 12 yards before the DB leaped for him at the waist and dragged him down six yards later. Good lateral 
agility/bounce. Like Ahman Green he held the ball low and loose as he turned the corner. 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set at the SMU 38 with 0:13 in the third quarter with the 
twin receivers tight to the weak side (left). Michael gained six yards veruss a five-man front wtn two backers in themiddle. Hit the lane hard on a zone play off RG where he bent 
it across RG to C in the hole and nearly hit the crease in the second level for a long run, but was wrapped from behind at the leg just enough to force him to the ground for only 
the six. Great looking burst. 14:50 left on 2nd and 4 from the SMU 36 for a first down. 21 personnel I formation run veruss a five man front with two backers in the middle. Zone 
to the wekside RG behind the FB he bent it oubside just as he reached the LOS to avoid penetration that actually wrapped him at the legs, but he broke through took two hard 
short steps and jump cut away form the oncoming linebacker to get down hill and lower his pads into the oncoming DT for a first down. Very agile run. 1st and 10 at the A&M 49, 
an 11-yard gain for the first down from a 21 personnel 1x1 receiver strong side I formation set verus the same defensive look as the past three runs. Outside zone to the weak 
side with nice blocks by LT and LG to seal the insde so there was a diagonal lane from the backfield to the flat. He worked in that direction and began to accelerate when the 
receive missed his block on the CB and worked to the S which forced the RB to drop his hips and reverse his field inside the LG and then from the left flat to inside the left hash 
wehre he burst up the middle and gained eight until he had to leap through a cut to his legs by the sfaty to gain the final three. Excellent open field running and display of his 
athleticism. He carriedthe ball under his inside (right) arm the entire time. 1s tand 10 at the SMU 40 for a gain of 7 with 8:57 let from a storng side I formation 1x1 receiver, set 
on a play with the line slanting left and the LG pulling to the right. He worked inside the RG and accelerated past a LB four yards down field for another three. Good burst and 
huge hole.  2nd and 3 at the SMu 33 he gained two yards from a 21 personnel 1x1 receive,r I formation run off RG but he opted to cut inside the RG whene he read the head 
position on the DT taking on the blocker. There was a wider hole outside the RG even with the DT’s head on that side, but Michael cut it inside and was stuffed a yard short fo 
the marker by the safety. His speed was good enough to get outside the DT into that outside hole for at least three and the firs down.4th and 1 at the SMU 31 he gained three 
yards and the firs down from a 22 personnel I formation off RT, bouncing it outside the penetration pu the middle across the face of the backside garud into the intended lane. 
Michael cut inside the safety near te number and headed downfield across the LOS for the firs down before that safety he juked wrapped him at the elgs fro behind.On the next 
play he gained five yards on 1s tand 10 with 7:00 in the gam from a 21 personnel I formation FB dive where he dipped inside the C and then was hit in thehips and spun inside 
the hit for another two yards. Tough running in the middle.2nd and 5 at the SMU 23 he gained three yards fro a 22 pperosnle power play where he rammed into the hole with his 
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pads low and knocked back the LB for two yards to get three.
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3rd and 14 attempt to Michael with 13:20 in the gaem from a 2x2 receiver, 11 personnel spistol flanking the qB’s right and working to the middle scre. He then adjusted to the 
QB to the right side and turning his back to the defense to make a good target, but let the ball get into his chest and dropped it while truing to turning downfield before he 
secured it.
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